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rules (vinaya) to novices” (174). From this description, it is likely that she is referring
). Without providing any evidence or linguistic logic,
to the Chinese word l€
u shi (
she then links this word to several Tibetan words: lugs gnyis, which means “two systems,” but she takes to mean the “‘subjects’ of such teachers and gurus” (174); lus
sbyin, which refers to a very specific meditation practice called gcod, or “cutting,” in
which practitioners visualize themselves cutting up and then offering their bodies, but
Chatterjee suggests is a general term for “meditators” (175); and the term lus gzhi,
which is a combination of the words lus, or “body,” and gzhi “basis,” but Chatterjee
takes as one word meaning “body, and from it body-consciousness” and therefore
those who engage in “Tantric meditational practices” (175). The usages of all these
terms in their source languages are already specific, technical, and disparate, and it is,
therefore, highly unlikely that they constituted a group of words that would then suggest a new type of religious adherent in Assamese or Bengali.
There are many other such religious, cultural, and linguistic missteps in this book,
and they, unfortunately, blight what is overall a theoretically innovative and insightful
work. These problems point to the difficulties of working across religious and cultural
barriers and suggest why no one has attempted a book of this scope in the past. This
kind of work that spans languages and disciplines should not be discouraged because
it is difficult, and I applaud Chatterjee on her ambition in undertaking this topic. It
would add much to her argument, however, if she had paid more attention to detail in
pursuit of her impressive overarching synthesis of these materials.

RUTH GAMBLE
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich
The Primeval Flood Catastrophe: Origins and Early Development in Mesopotamian
Traditions. By Y. S. CHEN. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013. Pp. 304. $175.00
(cloth).
The Primeval Flood Catastrophe is a revised version of the author’s dissertation,
completed at the Oriental Institute, University of Oxford. Although Y. S. Chen has collected and treated all flood-related sources up to the first century BCE in volume 2 of
his dissertation (see p. 2 n. 4), this monograph only focuses on the material from the
Early Dynastic III (ED III) to the Old Babylonian (OB) periods. The author’s main
argument is that the Primeval Flood Catastrophe (henceforth, Flood) developed in
the OB period in response to political conditions and under the influence of earlier
Sumerian literary traditions. To support his thesis, the author utilizes a historical, developmental approach to the material, despite the significant obstacles in applying such
an approach (12–16) to the imperfectly recovered Sumerian and Akkadian materials.
Chapter 1 lists all attestations of the relevant flood terminology and analyzes this
data first by orthographic variation and then by contextual usage (figurative, mythical,
and literal). Two important observations arise from the orthographic data. First, because of semantic and orthographic ambiguity in the use of the terms mar-uru5, “tempest, stormwind,” and a-ma-ru/mar-uru5, “flood,” prior to the OB period, it is difficult
to determine the relevancy of many texts containing these terms for the study. Second,
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only Sumerian a-ma-ru and Akkadian ab
ubu take on the meaning “Flood,” and this
occurs only in the OB period. With regard to contextual usage, the figurative uses of
“flood/tempest” are much more common than the mythical or literal ones. Thus, the
bulk of the chapter is given to analyzing the figurative uses in various ways (e.g.,
similes vs. metaphors). One significant finding is that Chen identifies three different
kinds of floods/tempests: a normal flood/tempest, a cosmic flood/tempest at the beginning of the primeval era, and the Flood that brought the primeval era to a close. The
author reasonably concludes that “flood/tempest” is overwhelmingly concerned with
depictions of power and/or destruction. In terms of literary development, the Flood
first appears in the Instructions of Ur-Ninurta and is uniquely developed in the Atramḫasis Epic.
Chapter 2 demonstrates that “the Flood motif and the temporal clause regarding
the Flood were innovations that took place starting from the time of Ur-Ninurta
(c. 1923–1896 BC), as a result of the literary and ideological responses to the catastrophic demise of the Ur III period” (127). To demonstrate this development, Chen
examines thirty-one texts that deal with primeval times in serial fashion, paying close
attention to temporal indications throughout each text. In the first half of the chapter,
Chen examines twenty-one texts that include a reference to primeval time without
the Flood. Special attention is given to how the primeval times relate to other conceptual and temporal frameworks (e.g., cosmological, cultic, historical, legendary,
chronographical, etc.) to discern the literary motif’s development and contribution to
the literary works in which it occurs. For example, Shulgi Hymn O depicts the historical king Shulgi and the legendary king Gilgamesh as brothers in primeval time. This
projection “back to the primeval time was an attempt to gain a sense of precedence
and permanence for their kingship” (76). In the second half of the chapter, Chen considers ten texts that mention the Flood in primeval times. The author offers several
interesting observations here. For example, in the Sumerian Flood Story Ziusudra’s
kingship is permanent and stable, even transcendent, since Ziusudra gains immortality, whereas in the antediluvian period represented in the tablet designated W-B 444,
kingship is impermanent, mobile, and ultimately abolished, which is why kingship
had to descend from heaven a second time in the postdiluvian world. But when Chen
makes assertions that one tradition innovates or builds on a previous tradition and yet
has not established the extent to which or even the possibility that the texts/traditions
knew one another, he has not sufficiently heeded his own methodological cautions in
the introduction (see 13–15).
Chapter 3 focuses on the literary representations and development of (a) the Flood
hero in relation to the last antediluvian dynasty, (b) the names and functions of Ziusudra and Uta-Napishtim, and (c) the antediluvian era as a whole in chronographical
sources. Chen intends to identify “the major sources involved” and to unravel “the
conceptual and literary processes through which the traditions emerged and evolved”
(129). In the first section of the chapter Chen argues that the diversity of traditions surrounding the names of the Flood hero and of the names and number of the last antediluvian royal dynasty is a result of ancient interpretations of the first few lines of the ED
III Instructions of Shuruppak. As for the origin and meaning of the names Ziusudra
and Uta-Napishtim (and variants), Chen believes the two names/figures probably
derive from separate traditions or “at least . . . they once developed separately and
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were associated with different conceptual frameworks and plots” (170). Uta-Napishtim
(and variants), which he believes means “I/he found life,” was shaped thematically in
the different versions of the Gilgamesh Epic due to Gilgamesh’s search for life. Ziusudra, which means “life of prolonged or distant days,” derives from the “the context of
royal hymnic compositions from the Ur III period onward as a topos of the royal figures being rewarded with a prolonged life or reign due to their alleged contributions to
the (re-)establishment of cultic and public services” (171). The two figures’ close association was a secondary development, most fully exhibited in the Standard Babylonian
version of the Gilgamesh Epic. The final section treats the representation of the antediluvian era as a whole in chronographical sources, where Chen proposes the stages
through which the antediluvian section “could have” (189) developed and reconstructs
the “original or canonical” order of the antediluvian king list (192). Chen is at his best
in this chapter when offering his many interesting suggestions about the role and function of the Flood hero and antediluvian kings in individual texts and how one text’s
use of these contrasts with another. His developmental approach, however, is problematic for the same reasons given for chapter two above. Is it reasonable to believe the
OB version of the Instructions of Shuruppak was created by a scribe interpreting an
ED III version of that composition? Chen also utilizes at times an outmoded sort of
form criticism, once popular in Biblical Studies, to ask about the priority of and crossfertilization between kinds of tradition (e.g., the didactic tradition “must have” borrowed from the chronographical tradition).
In the highly structured final chapter, Chen examines the Flood story (in its various
manifestations) and its intertextual relationships with the Sumerian city laments, The
Curse of Agade and Ur-Namma A under four subheadings: general conceptual patterns and literary motifs, means of destruction, cause of destruction, and petition and
restoration. Under each subheading Chen first describes the topic in the Sumerian texts
and then describes how it is represented in the Flood materials. In each case he finds a
genetic relationship between the two corpora. This entire literary process was shaped,
he argues, by the destruction of the Ur III kingdom and the attempts of subsequent
kings in the Isin-Larsa period to present themselves in royal hymns as legitimate successors to the fallen regime.
Chen’s comparative case studies offer several interesting interpretive insights. For
example, Chen finds that many motifs used to depict the destructive power of the
storm/flood in city laments (e.g., famine, ritual discontinuation, divine anger) are also
used in the Flood stories. Moreover, these destructive motifs reverse royal prerogatives used in royal hymns to legitimize kingship (e.g., abundance, ritual patronage,
and divine favor). He argues that the author of the OB Atram-ḫasis Epic has deliberately taken the results/effects of destruction described in the city laments and turned
them into the causes for bringing the flood. He contends that the city laments have
adopted the destruction-restoration rhetoric of the royal hymns (e.g., Ishme-Dagan A
and Ur-Ninurta A from Isin), which in turn sheds light on the Flood hero’s royal status
and long life (a constant theme in the royal hymns [zi or nam-ti / bala u4 su3, “to prolong
life / reign”]) in the various versions of the Flood story. Finally, the people’s deliberate
manipulations of the gods through making or withholding offerings in the Atram-ḫasis
Epic was “an ingenious and satirical spin” on “the common motif of the interruption of
divine offerings during the catastrophe in the city laments” (248).
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One has to admire the industry, enthusiasm, and creativity with which Chen tackles
the antediluvian puzzle. The author exhaustively compiles the sources, which are treated
with philological acumen; he puts forward many interesting literary interpretations;
and his main point about the rise of the Flood in the OB period is well established. As
for some of the other developmental conclusions, the numerous methodological difficulties that Chen lists in his introduction and the fact that many pieces of the traditions
are likely missing place question marks over several of his suggestions. Still, those
looking to work with Mesopotamian Flood traditions would be wise to consult this
monograph and the author’s dissertation.

ALAN LENZI
University of the Pacific
Failure and Nerve in the Academic Study of Religion: Essays in Honor of Donald
Wiebe. Edited by WILLIAM ARNAL, WILLI BRAUN, and RUSSEL T. MCCUTCHEON. Sheffield: Equinox, 2012. Pp. ixþ243.
Failure and Nerve in the Academic Study of Religion honors the influence of University of Toronto’s Donald Wiebe and his 1978 essay of the same name. The result is
a collection of fifteen essays, subdivided into sections, “General Failures” and “Special Failures.” Some of the authors, Luther Martin, Russell McCutcheon, Darlene
Juschka, or Johannes Wolfart, will be known to most readers, but the balance may not
be. This review focuses on the implications of the curious inaptness of the core notion
of “failure of nerve” but first attends to some salient aspects of this collection.
Of the five essays classified as “General Failures,” fans of Russell McCutcheon will
find his critique of cognitive and evolutionary psychological approaches to religion an
intriguing development of his continuing battle for a historicized conception of religion and “religion.” But, now, instead of attacking “tender-minded” neotheologians,
like Mircea Eliade, for hiding a neotheological agenda behind the methodological
assertion of a sui generis “religion,” McCutcheon wields his critical ax against “toughminded” cognitivist science of religion (CogSci). CogSci, like Eliade, deploys a discredited sui generis (and thus theological) notion of religion (91). Although these newest pretenders to the throne of “Prince Charming of Theories” promise nothing less
than a “tough” regime of “scientific” studies of religion, McCutcheon thinks they are
not nearly tough enough. CogSci, in effect, picks right up where E. B. Tylor’s essentialist, animist theory of religion left off in the mid-nineteenth century: religion is the
worship of superhuman beings. But the CogSci neo-Tyloreans “fail” to historicize religion or “religion,” much less even adequately conceptualize it, as Émile Durkheim
argued almost exactly a century ago (The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, bk.
1, trans. J. W. Swain [New York, 1915]).
Honors for the best essay in the “General” section go to Johannes C. Wolfart’s sparkling historical engagement with the all-important early modern theological trend
“confessionalism.” One of the targets of Wiebe’s (and my) attack on theologizing is
what we call “confessional” theologizing. By this we mean sectarian attempts to place
particular religious grounding under arguments about religion in the university. The
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